Construction of AIEgens-Based Bioprobe with Two Fluorescent Signals for Enhanced Monitor of Extracellular and Intracellular Telomerase Activity.
Detections of telomerase activity in vitro and in living cells are of great importance for clinical diagnosis of cancer. In this work, an AIEgens-based bioprobe with two fluorescent signals for enhanced monitor of extracellular and intracellular telomerase activity is designed. After addition of telomerase, two positively charged AIEgens (Silole-R and TPE-H) bind to quencher group labeled primer (QP) and the extension repeated units, leading enhancement of two telomerase-triggered fluorescent signals. Furthermore, by combination the wider linear range in vitro and lower background in living cells imaging, the bioprobe is used to detect telomerase extracted from various cell lines (MCF-7, HeLa, E-J, and HLF), 50 bladder cancer patients' urine samples, 10 normal people's urine samples, and also applied in mapping telomerase activity inside living cells (MCF-7, HeLa, MDA-MB-231, and HT1080). The results show that this well-designed strategy can successfully detect telomerase activity in vitro and in living cells with high sensitivity, indicating the potential application of this method in cancer cells bioimaging and clinical cancer diagnosis.